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Level 1 Economics, 2017
90983 Demonstrate understanding of consumer choices, 

using scarcity and / or demand

9.30 a.m. Friday 10 November 2017 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of 
consumer choices, using scarcity 
and / or demand.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding 
of consumer choices, using scarcity 
and / or demand.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of consumer choices, 
using scarcity and / or demand.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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Achievement

11

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.















Achievement exemplar 2017 

Subject: Economics Standard: 90983 Total score: 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

The candidate describes scarcity correctly but does not fully explain it 
by referring to why Bella’s means of time is limited (24 hours in a day 
or only 10 days to complete her activities). 
Opportunity cost is correctly defined and a clear example that relates 
to Bella’s context is given. 
Values are defined and two appropriate examples for Bella and her 
homestay mum are given. 
The conflict between the values is not fully explained as the concept of 
limited time is not identified. 
The first compromise given combines both values and relates to 
Bella’s context. The second compromise does not clearly explain how 
the two values are combined. 

2 A4 

The graph is drawn correctly and clearly labelled. 
The law of demand is described by using the data in the schedule / 
curve. 
M5 would have been awarded if the candidate had further developed 
the income effect in terms of explaining that Bella has a fixed level of 
income. The substitution effect is not mentioned. 
The candidate states that Bella has more time to partake in other 
activities but a full explanation required a comment on what these 
activities might be. For example, in Bella’s context it could have been 
a substitute such as jet-boating. 

3 N2 

The candidate refers to luxuries as being purchased on a higher 
income but there is no specific reference to the context, for example 
helicopter flights will give much better views of the glacier. 
Substitutes are identified but no clear definition is given. 
The candidate incorrectly shows a decrease in demand for helicopter 
flights. 
The subsequent explanation does not correctly distinguish between a 
change in quantity demanded vs a change in demand. 
The flow-on effect is not developed. An A4 would have been awarded 
if the candidate had explained that Bella is now going to take a guided 
walk to see the glacier and the increased physical effort will improve 
her fitness. 

  




